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The research was conducted by Pawe Agricultural Research Center (PARC) in 2010- 2013 with the
objective of to evaluate the effect of double posts brush wood check dam, and biological
resources measures for gully rehabilitation in Dangur district, Northwestern Ethiopia. The study
area was selected severity of gully formed areas and potentials of actively involvement of
community and stakeholders. Before gully land rehabilitation, gully longitudinal profiles were
measured. A formal survey was carried out for questionnaires total of 76 households’ selected
simple random sampling techniques to measure understanding community awareness gully land
rehabilitation, gully measurement and empirical formula techniques were employed. The results
indicated that the major causes of gully formation were improper drainage during road
construction (40.8%), inappropriate farming and land use system (36.8%), deforestation (17.1%),
trails and foot paths (3.9.%) and overgrazing (1.3%), respectively. Gully rehabilitation control and
development program in forth coming highly acceptable (90%) followed by modern acceptable
(84.2%) and acceptable 14.5%, respectively. Before gully rehabilitation (2010) necessary gully
profile dimension measurements (slope, depth, top and bottom width, vertical interval and
commutative) were in average 5%, 1.86m, 5.80m, 2.23m, 0.729m and17.50m, respectively. After
treated (2013) its profile (slope, depth, top and bottom width, vertical interval and commutative)
were condensed into 4%, 1.47m, 6.11m, 1.41m, 0.623m and 14.94m respectively. In 2010 the total
volume of gully was 2995.5m3 while after rehabilitated (2013) it was reduced into 1,479.9m3 which
was accumulated 1,515.6m3. Eventually there can be concluded that the damages gullied land can
be restored with integration of communities and stockholders which increases production and
productivity of environment. Poor gully maintenance, improper of spillway, apron and Improper
spacing of check-dams and Poor integration between physical and biological measures
installation of check-dams which is related to lack of keying the check-dam to the floor and
sidewalls of the gully should be avoided.
Keywords: Gully, Check dam, participatory, vegetative measures
INTRODUCTION
In Ethiopia, gullies can be found everywhere in all climatic, soil, physiographic, lithological and
sub-stratum settings (Billi and Dramis, 2002; Ayele et al., 2015; Obsa et al.,2017). The Soil Conservation
Research Project (SCRP) research stations confirmed that soil erosion increases normal as well as
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anthropological factors that research have been conducted Ethiopia agro-ecology representative
catchment (Hurni, 1986; Nyssen, 1995;Mitiku et al., 2006). Overgrazing (Valentin et al.,2005), road
construction and building activities with inadequate drainage systems and insufficient road-ditch capacity
(Nyssen et al., 2002;Belayneh et al., 2014) constitute major factors of gully formation.
Studies have shown that over the past five decades, gullying in Ethiopia has been widespread
and has become more severe (Nyssen et al., 2007; Tebebu, 2009; Tebebu et al., 2010. Gully occurs after
the watershed is altered for example by cutting down the forest and replacing it by agricultural land
(Tebebuet al., 2010; Tilahun et al., 2013; Ayele et al., 2014).This results in additional interflow and runoff
that the existing drainage network cannot handle and a new equilibrium is established to carry of this
water (Kleidon et al. 2013).
Gully erosion direct impacts on biophysical effects negatively affect the community’s socioEconomic activities (Poessen et al., 2003; Frankl et al., 2012), for instance, contribution of gully erosion to
the overall soil loss in the northern highlands of Ethiopia was measured to be 33 to 55%, which equals
4.7-12.1 t ha-1y-1 (Nyssen, 2001).The soil and water conservation practices so far on the Ethiopian have
usually targeted the undulating slope areas through a top-down approach (Bewket and Sterk, 2002), not
giving enough attention to gullies. For example, the new soil and water conservation campaign initiated
by the government in 2012 focused only on putting bundson the hill slopes and cultivated lands. However,
gully erosion removed soil with an equivalent depth of 4 cm per year over these highlands (Tilahun et al.,
2013; Tebebu et al., 2010).
The check dams are used to prevent the development of permanent gullies in agricultural lands
(Nyssen et al. 2004a). However, everywhere aren’t these conservation measures adopted by farmers,
even though they prove to be effective. Another research to gully erosion that is carried out is by (Moges
et al. 2008) in the Umbulo catchment in Southern Ethiopia also confirm that conservation measures are
not adopted for gully rehabilitation. The study of gully erosion has to date been neglected due to the
difficulties of investigation and of prediction (Valentim et al., 2005). However, indifferent countries
research have been carried out as seen in the last international conferences held in Leuven (Belgium,
2000), Chengdu (China, 2002), Oxford (USA, 2004), Pamplona (Spain, 2007) and Lublin (Poland, 2010)
6th International Symposium on Gully Erosion in a Changing World (6th ISGE, 2013). Nevertheless, in
recent years, this erosion form has attracted increasing interest in gully erosion studies. The purpose of
this study was to evaluate the effect of gully rehabilitation with double post brush wood check dam and
biological resources in Dangur district, north western Ethiopia.

METHODS AND MATERIALS
Description of the study area
The study was conducted in Beles village, Dangur District, Metekel Zone, Benishagul Gumuz
National Regional State, in the lowlands of the northwestern part of the Ethiopia between2010 -2013
0
0
0
0
fiscal year that is geographically located between 11.27 and 11.23 N latitude and 036 15.01 and
0
36.26 E longitude with an altitude range 1115-1,219meter above sea level (Figure 01). The mean annual
rainfall of the study area is between of 900mm-1500 mm. It has unimodal rainfall distribution pattern, with
mean minimum and maximum annually temperature ranging from 280cto 380c, respectively. The area has
warm-h locally known as worm Kola-agro-climatic zone (Engda, 2000).The topography of the study is
characterized as slightly undulating from hill-tops towards rivers with its slope ranges from 3% to 8%.
Most of the farmlands are relatively gentle and flat with an average slope of 5%.
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Figure 1: Location map of the study area.
Data Collection and Statistical Analysis
Primarily, the study area was selected purposively on the basis of the availability the gully
severity formed areas and its potentials and significance to participate the surrounding community. The
gullied sitewas selected together with the community representative, Development Agents’ Agricultural
Development experts and researchers. After decided to rehabilitate the gullied land, longitudinal profile
gully parameters were collected using clinometer, GPS, measuring tape, surveying rods and water level
were used to measure gullied land slope, location, distance, depth and keep level, respectively to
determined gullied land volume and cross sectional area dimensions before rehabilitation it.
Double wood posts check dams were preferred than others check dams for gully rehabilitation
because of the availability of brush wood materials in the studyarea.The vegetative materials were Vetiver
grass (Vetiveriazizanioides) and low land bamboo (Oxytenantheraabyssinica) for stabilized gully walls
and bed. Beforere habilitation, the gullied and volume, top and bottom width, slope, vertical and horizontal
distance, ground length and depth parameters were taken by measuring replicated from the gullied land
gully systems a field and survey was carried out in 2010.These measurements were averaged to get an
estimation of the volume using the following equation:
V=L*A …………………………………………………………………………………………….. (1)
WhereV, volume gullied land L, is the length of the gully in meters and A is the cross sectional area of the
2
gully in m .
According to FAO (1986) the numbers of check dams were determined by measuring the average gully
channel gradient, horizontal distance and vertical distance the number of check dams for each portion of
the main gully channel wascalculated.
N.O.C.C= (a-b)/h……………………………………………………………………………………………….. (2)
a: The total vertical distance is calculated according to the average gully channel gradient and the
horizontal distance between the first and last check dam in that portion of the gully bed.
b: The total vertical distance is calculated according to the compensation gradient and horizontal distance
between the first and last check dam in that portion of the gully bed (compensation gradient.
h: The average effective height of the check dams, excluding foundation, to be constructed in that portion
of the gully bed.
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Table 1: The gullies longitudinal profile before rehabilitation to determine number of check dams
Series No
Shoot point

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

AB

BC

CD

DE

EF

FG

GH

8

9

HI

10

IJ

JK

11
KL

12
LM

13
MN

14

15

NO

16

OP

QR

17

18

RS

ST

19
TU

20

21

UV

22

VW

23

WX

24

XY

YZ

13.3

15

9.5

9

15

6

6.3

6

6

15

14

15.5

8.5

22

37

20.5

21

20

16.5

22

16

43

22

21

13.27

14.9

9.49

9

15

5.967

6.265

5.992

5.99

15

13.98

15.49

8.5

21.95

37

20.5

20.961

20

16.5

22

16

42.974

21.997

20.993

0.928

1

0.414

0

0.8

0.627

0.659

0.314

0.31

0.5

0.733

0.676

0.5

1.535

1.29

0.89

1.282

0.8

0.58

0.4

0.56

1.501

0.384

0.55

0.0225
Gradient in % in
decimal
0.45
Effective check
dam in m
0.03
compensation
gradient %
decimal
Ground Distance in m

0.06

0.05

0.06

0.055

0.105

0.105

0.055

0.045

0.055

0.045

0.035

0.055

0.055

0.06

0.07

0.035

0.04

0.06

0.04

0.035

0.035

0.02

0.025

1

0.7

1

0.8

1.1

1

1.1

0.9

0.8

1.1

1.1

1.2

1

1

1.15

1.1

1.2

1.3

1.3

0.5

1

0.8

0.9

0.00

0.03

.003

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.030

0.03

.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

0.03

Ground Distance
in m
Horizontal
Distance in m
Vertical Distance

400.1

Total horizontal distance in m
399.651
Total vertical distance in m
17.506
Av. gradient in decimal
0.05
Av. Effective check dam in m
1
Av. compensation gradient in decimal
Number of check Dam

0.03
19

The spaces between check dams can be determined according to the compensation gradient and the
effective height for the check dams. The gradient between the top of the lower check dam and the bottom of the
upper one is called "compensation gradient" which is the future or final gradient of the gully channel. Field
experience has demonstrated that the compensation gradient of gullies is not more than 3 %.( FAO, 1986), as
shown Table 01.
The spacing of check-dams was determined by using an empirical formula (FAO, 1986).
S = 1.2H/G………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. (3)
Where; S it the spacing between check dams in meters H is the effective height of the check-dam (spillway height
in m),G is the gully gradient in decimal.
Soil sampling was indispensable to obtain the dry bulk density of the main soils in the area to calculate the
3
sediment yield of the gullies. The dry bulk density ( 𝜌𝑑) in g cm was expressed by the following equation
𝛒𝐝 = 𝐌𝐬/𝐕𝐭……………………………………………………………………………………………………………... (4)
Whereρd:The dry bulk density in g cm3Ms: is the mass of the dry sample (g) and Vt:is the total volume (volume of
the wet sample) in cm 3.
Samples were taken in the gully beds by using a cylindrical core sampler with a volume of 100 cm 3. The samples
were taken spread out through the area and gullies and only the main occurring soils were sampled. In total 15
samples were taken, randomly at upper, middle and lower part of gully taken. To get the dry weight of the soil
samples, the samples were oven dried at 105 degrees Celsius for 24 hours. The results were processed and the
outcomes were used to calculate an average dry bulk density of gully. The sediment yield accumulation was
determined.
𝑺𝒚 = 𝑽𝟏 − 𝑽𝟐 (𝑩𝑫)………………………………………………….…………………………………………………. (5)
Where sy: sediment yield in tone V2 is the current volume of the gully in m 3 and V1istheinitial volume at the start of
the study period. BD: average bulk density of soils in the gully bed.
Household’s questionnaire survey
After the gully rehabilitation, participated households were selected simple random sampling technique to
test their attitude on gully land rehabilitation. The sample size was determined based on the equation
recommended for survey studies (FAO, 2012).
𝑛=

𝑧
𝑚

2

𝑃 1−𝑃

OR

𝑛` =

𝑛

𝑛
𝑁

1+

…………………………………………………………….. (6)

Where, is number of sample size when population
Z, is 95% confidence limit i.e. 1.96
P, is 0.06 (proportion of the population to be included in the sample
M, is the margin of error
N, is population size
About 760 HHs were participated in gully rehabilitation. Among them 10% of HHs were selected and
interviewed to evaluate their perception on gully erosion and its rehabilitation. Accordingly, 76 HHs were selected
and conducted to generate information closed and open ended questionnaires. The collected data were
systematically coded and analyzed using descriptive statistics by employing Statistical Package for Social
Sciences (SPSS) version 20.0 while quantitative data were analyzed by empirical formula. Collected data have
been represented with the help of series of tables, figures and frequency distribution.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Farmers’ perception causes of soil erosion
Soil erosion as a vulnerability to agricultural production and sustainable agriculture is the most important
identified farmers’ knowledge on perception soil erosion. As shown Figure 02, 42 % of respondents believed that
absence of protection measures that was the most significant cause of soil erosion followed by 23.7% of the
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farmers who considered that deforestation. In addition, 19.7% revealed that improper farming system was also
the most important major causes (Figure 02). This finding showed that there is some gap of extension service to
promote and popularize soil and water conservation technologies for land users to protect their land from water
erosion to implement mechanical, biological and agronomical conservation measures. Soil erosion by water in
Ethiopia, is what has been observed under numerous case studies. For instance, Akliluand Graaff(2006) indicated
that Farmers expressed the opinion that the inappropriate land use causes soil erosion by water in Ethiopia’s high
land areas Beressa watershed in the central highlands of Ethiopia. In Ethiopia, rapid population growth, cultivation
on steep slopes, clearing of vegetation and overgrazing are the main factors that accelerate soil erosion (Hurni,
2002).Similar with the above studies, a study by Temesgen et al. (2014) reported that the causes of soil erosion in
Dera district, north western Ethiopia were cultivation of steeper slope, intensive cultivation without fallow, lack of
soil conservation measures, lack of sense of ownership, deforestation, over grazing, use of crop residues for
animal feed and fuel, and heavy rain fall.

Figure 2: Farmers partition major causes of soil erosion in study area.

Perception and Attitude of Farmers Gully Formation and Consequences
Sampled respondents’ perceived that the majority causes of gully formation were improper drainage
during road construction (40.8%), inappropriate land use system(36.8%), deforestation (17.1%), trails and foot
paths (3.9.%) and overgrazing (1.3%) respectively (Figure 03).
As farmers explained that inappropriate drainage of culverts and ditches and cut the land along to the
slope runoff concentration are identified as the major causes of gullies formation. In addition, community
interviewed, even if they constructed inappropriate runoff drainage system and land wasted by gully system, the
mitigation measures were not under taken or absences awareness of gully rehabilitation program by the
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community and localized government. The result agrees with previous other authors (Valentin et al., 2005) who
discovered that gully expansion due to road construction and building activities in urban environments. Man-made
causes were improper land development, construction of road, livestock and vehicle trails and unprotected feeder
roads in Alalicha Watershed, Southern Ethiopia (Alemu and Awdenegest,2014), Solomon et al. (2012) studied at
central high land of Ethiopia indicated that improper drainage of culverts and ditches and concentration of water
along the road are identified as the major proximate causes of physical land degradation through the formation of
gullies.

Figure 3: Farmers’ perception major causes gully formation in study area
As can be seen from Table 02, only about 1.3% of farmers perceived that there is no gully erosion
problem on their farm land. The remaining 98.7% of farmers perceived that there is gully erosion problem on their
farm land.
About one-third of farmers interviewed (19.7%) rated the problem to be gullied low on their cultivation
land, one-sixth of interviewees (about 17.1%) indicated that there is severe level of gully erosion and the
remaining 63.2% indicated that there is moderate gully erosion problem. Therefore, severity of gully problem in
their farm land was almost categorized under moderate.
In the study area the perception of farmers about the impact of gully on farm production were different
among respondents. About third-fifth of farmers interviewed (61.8%) perceived that there is moderate dynamics
gully erosion problem on their farmland. About one-third of farmers interviewed (28.9 %) rated the problem to be
severe on their cultivation land. one-tenth of interviewees (about 9.2%) indicated that there is low level of erosion
Table 2.
About 89.5 % of locals farmers perceived that negative consequences of gully formation in their farms
while, few respondents didn't understand gully formation in their farm. Sampled respondents confirmed that 50.0,
39.5, 6.6 and 3.9 % the consequences of gully formation were loss of land productivity, destruction of farm land,
damage to infrastructure and lowering of the water table, respectively, Table2.This result is similar with the
findings of Nyssen et al. (2004)studies at Ethiopian highlands indicated that the development of gullies has led to
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an enlarged drainage, resulting in soil moisture decrease and a corresponding crop yield reductionin central high
land.
Table: 2: Farmers’ perceptions of gully erosion vulnerabilities in the study area.
Perception on gully erosion
Farmers' perception of gully erosion
Yes
No
Severity gully problem
Low
Moderate
Severe
Impact of gully on farm production
Severe
Moderate
Low
Negative consequence of gully erosion on farm land
Yes
No
consequences of gully formation
Loss of land productivity
Damage to infrastructure
Lowering of the water table
Destruction of farm land

Respondents (%)
98.7
1.3
19.7
63.2
17.1
28.9
61.9
27.8
89.5
10.5
50.0
6.6
3.9
39.5

Farmers’ perception towards gullied land rehabilitation and integration works with stallholders
The households interviewed presented in Table 3 explained that before Pawe Agricultural research
Center (PARC) collaboration with community more than half of respondent (53%) were not understood gully
rehabilitation in their farm land while remaining were understood. On the other hand, create awareness gully
formation and consequences, mobilization of community and disseminated information were contributed to
initiation of gully rehabilitation leads to Agricultural and Rural Development Office followed to PARC 55.3 % and
34.2 % respectively. Interestingly, only 59.2 % found that continuously an extension service was effort that
initiated the community to participate gully rehabilitation Table 04. In future, if the gully appeared in their farm
land, the respondent perceived that 40.8, 30.3, 25.0 and 3.9% will be taken responsibilities for control the gully
land owner, Community, Agricultural development office and PARC, respectively. This finding indicated that
research science based development with integration multi-institutional is the best bet approach community based
participatory gully rehabilitation in study area. Similar approach was reported by Water and Land Resource
Centre [WLRC], (2015) active participation and collaboration of land users, local community organizations,
extensionists, researchers and policy makers at all stages of gully development processes.
The study findings showed that among the sampled respondents confirmed that were attitude on gully
control and development program in future highly acceptable followed by modern acceptable 84.2% and
acceptable 14.5%, respectively whereas interestingly, only 1.3% respondents was acceptable for gully
rehabilitation. Similar approach was reported by (WLRC, 2015) communicating bylaws for controlling free grazing
and equitable share of benefits are important incentives to sustain the uptake and scaling up of the gully
rehabilitation.
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Table 3: Local people perception of gully control, initiation, responsibility and acceptance of gully rehabilitation in
the study area.
Variables related to gully rehabilitation

Modalities
Yes
No

Positive responses
Number
35
41

gully erosion control before facilitation
of pawe research center

%
46.1
53.9

Initiation of Institutions to control gully
erosion in your area

Agricultural Development Office
NGOs
Pawe Research Center
By myself

42
7
26
1

55.3
9.2
34.2
1.3

The derived effort that initiated that
participate gully rehabilitation

Payment
Extension services
Land degradation
Enforcement

3
45
23
5

3.9
59.2
30.3
6.6

Responsibilities bodies that will be
taken to control the gully

Land owner
Agricultural development office
Pawe Agricultural research Center
Community

31
23
3
19

40.8
30.3
3.9
25.0

Farmers’ attitude on gully control
development program in future

Highly acceptable
Modern acceptable
Acceptable

64
11
1

84.2
14.5
1.3
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3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

4
1
1
1
1
1

Surveyinggullylongit
udinal profile

2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Conduct training for
stalk holders

5

Community
mobilization

Physical measures

1
1
1
1
1
1

Biological measures
Discussion with stalk
6
1
holders
1
1
1 study area
Figure 4: Diagrammatically illustrate steps of gully rehabilitation process in
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
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Impact of gully rehabilitation on longitudinal gully profile
Double brushwood posts check dams were constructed based on recommended specification with
together community actively participation to rehabilitate the gully starting from 2010 up to 2013 because of the
availability of brush wood materials in the study area. Criteria agrees with previous works FAO (1986)gully control
measures are based on the size of the gully catchment area, the gradient and the length of the gully channel and
arability of martials. Gully control in Northern Ethiopia is mainly done through loose rock and gabion check dams,
but not absence of stones and/or negative impact gabion check dam technique costly comparable with others
can best be used in critical positions(Nyssen et.al.,2007).The vegetative materials were used Vetiver grass for
stabilized gully walls and low land bamboos were used for preventing for gully wall stabilizing. In gully
rehabilitation the Vetiver grass barriers and very good stabilizer (Hurni et al., 2016)
The rule is used in the field to decide if a gully is active or not and continue and discontinue gully
rehabilitation so that it fulfilled the criteria. According to the rule mentioned by Oostwoud et al. (2000) a gully is
active if at least one of the following is observed undercut or plunge pool causing cave-in, a vertical or nearly
vertical wall, no vegetation on the gully wall, tension cracks and Side wall collapse and sediment on the gully
floor.
Gully Slope: starting from down to upland the gully channel was measured by clinometers to determine the gully
gradient. Before intervene (2010) its average gradient was 5% or 2.90 whereas later than (2013) it reduced to 4%
or 2.30due to integration of mechanical double wood posts check dams with biological stabilizing of gully bed
channel, gully slide side bank and stopping scouring gully heads and reduces the speed of concentrated run-off
and deposited sediment in face to check dams as shown Fig 3.The result agrees with works Nyssen et al. (2007),
discovered reduce the slope gradients by breaking the gully section into shorter slope lengths, retain sediments.

Gully slope in %

Gully slope before rehabilation in % (2010)
20
18
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Gully slope after rehabilation in % (2013)

AB BC CD DE EF FG GH HJ

JI IK LM MN NO OP PQ GR RS ST TU UV VW WX XY YZ
Shooting
points by clinometer

Figure 5: Gully gradient difference before and after rehabilitation

Gully Vertical interval and cumulative: Before gullied land treated gully bed channel and vertical interval was
measured, the commutative gully vertical interval was calculated by applying trigonometric law equationVI =
sinθ ∗ GD
Where, VI is vertical interval gully segment in meters, sin𝛉, is an angle between horizontal interval and
ground distance of the gully segments and GD: ground distance of the gully segments.
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The former mean each shooting points VI was 0.729m while after treated the gully VI reduced in to
0.623m in 2013. The result showed that gully longitudinal channel decrease the gradient slow flow run-off that
leads sediment materials deposited and encouraging regenerating vegetative resources at end sodding gully
channel. The same to, cumulative vertical distance of gully in 2010 was 17.50m but after intervention its vertical
distance reduced to 14.94m in 2013 as shown Figure 4.

Before gully rehabilitation vertical interval in m (2010)
After gully rehabilitation vertical interval in m (2013)
Before gully rehabilitation cumulative vertical distance in m (2010)
After gully rehabilitation cumulative vertical distance in m (2013)

vertical interval in m

20
19
18
17
16
15
14
13
12
11
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2
1
0

AB BC CD DE EF FG GH HJ JI IK LM MN NO OP PQ GR RS ST TU UV VW WX XY YZ
Shooting points by clinometer
Figure 6: Gully rehabilitation on impact gully vertical interval and cumulative vertical distance
Gully Depth: before intervention the average gully depth was 1.94m. After treated its depth decreased into
1.27m. Within three years in average 0.69m gully depth coming up and filled by deposition of eroded materials
that the removal of soil or soft rock material by water upper catchment as shown Fig.5. This agrees with results of
Kirubelet al. (2011) who reported that after 17 years Check-dam-accumulated soil ranges 0.4-1.5 m depth and
more than 1.5-m soil was deposited in the gullies with check dams integrated with biological measures at Medego
watershed in Tigray, northern Ethiopia.

Gully depth changes in m
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Gully depth before rehabilitation in m (2010)
Gully depth after ehabilitation in m (2013)
Gully depth changes in m

3
2.5
2
1.5
1
0.5
0

AB BC CD DE EF FG GH HJ JI IK LM MN NO OP PQ GR RS ST TU UV VW WX XY
Shooting points by clinometer
Figure 7: Before and after rehabilitation gully depth changes

Figure 8: Shows the deference between before and after gully rehabilitation the same site

Gully top and bottom width
Before treated (2010), the average gully top and bottom width were 5.92m and 2.27m, respectively, while
after rehabilitation (2013), its average top and bottom width became 6.11m and 1.46m, respectively. These
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measurements indicate that gulling top width increased because vertical gully wall were converted into gentle
slope in order to convenient for planting vetiver grassto stabilized gully wall.

Gully top and bottom width before and after
rehabilitation changes in m

20

18

Gully top width before rehabilitation in m (2010)

16

Gully bottom width before rehabilitation in m (2010)

14

Gully top width after rehabilitation in m (2013)

12

Gully bottom width after rehabilitation in m (2013)

10
8
6
4
2
0
AB BC CD DE EF FG GH HJ

JI

IK LM MN NO OP PQ GR RS ST TU UV VW WX XY YZ

Shooting points by clinometer

Figure 9: The relative positions, widths (top and bottom) and depths of gully segments compared before and after
rehabilitation (2010 - 2013).
Gully volume: The eroded volume gully was calculated using the cross sectional area and its longitudinal length.
Thus, before intervention the volume gully was 2,995.41.38m3 where as in 2013 gully accumulated sediment yield
1,515.5 m3 soils the volume of gully reduced in to 1479m3 as Figure 8.
Cylindrical core sampler was used to take undisturbed soil samples from upper, medium and lower parts
of the gully bed to determine soil bulk density. Fifteen samples were collected and mean bulk density was taken
3
from the gully bed channel and 1.22 g/cm . Finally, Gully the sediment yield was accumulated 1,849,032 kg/
1849.032 tones soil. Similar result was found five learning watersheds in Amhara Region, Ethiopia (WLRC,2015)
concluded that gully rehabilitation, at off-site, there are benefits in terms of increased stream flows during the dry
season and recharging of aquifers, reduced damage on roads and houses, and reduced Downstream reservoir
siltation.
.
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March, 2010

March 2013

Figure10: shows the deference between before and after gully rehabilitation the same site and season.
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Gully erosion is the worst form of erosion and land cancer so that as principle prevention is better than
Cure. The results obtained from HHs interviewed that the major causes of gully formation were improper drainage
during road construction (40.8%), inappropriate farming and land use system (36.8%), deforestation (17.1%),
trails and foot paths (3.9. %) and overgrazing (1.3%), respectively. Before gully rehabilitation (2010) necessary
gully profile dimension measurements (slope, depth, top and bottom width, vertical interval and commutative)
were in average 5%, 1.86m, 5.80m, 2.23m, 0.729m and17.50m, respectively. After treated (2013) its profile
(slope, depth, top and bottom width, vertical interval and commutative) were reduced into 4%, 1.47m, 5.93m,
1.41m, 0.623m and 14.94m respectively. In 2010 the total volume of gully was 2995.5m3 while after rehabilitated
(2013) it was reduced into 1,479.9m 3 which was accumulated 1,515.6m3 or 1849.032 tones soil with three years.
Thus, gully rehabilitation, at off-site, there are benefits in terms of increased stream flows during the dry season
and recharging of aquifers, reduced damage on roads and houses, and reduced downstream reservoir siltation.
Poor gully maintenance, improper of spillway, apron and Improper spacing of check-dams and lack of
integration check-dam with biological measures and lack of keying the check-dam to the floor and sidewalls of the
gully were also be technical gaps. Brush wood check dam is suitable for small catchments.
In general, the brush wood should have branches, flexible, long, straight and breakable. The tree
branches are laid between the two rows of posts across the gully, and thoroughly packed. There is a risk of the
brushwood being removed by flowing water. Therefore, it is necessary to fix the brushwood with rope or wire.
When doing so, two or more persons should stand on the brush to press it down. Upstream of the wooden check-
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dam, sods can be laid and packed to prevent direct flow into the apron brush. The vegetative materials vetiver
grass, bamboo and Acacia species are vital for gully wall and floor rehabilitation and used as apron. These
vegetative materials are taken as input for gully rehabilitation local available, durable and cost effective materials.
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